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Chapter 2161 Underworld God's Secret Order! 

"Two-star ancient God, the Golden Man of the primeval age!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Ye chen released the two-star ancient divine power in his body, fused it with the darkness pool, and 

released the primordial golden man. 

Its body was not any weaker than the red giant. Its body was made of black and gold glass, like a mirror, 

and its special armor shone with Starlight. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The moment the Golden Man appeared, the thirty-six heavenly stars descended rapidly, followed by 

tens of thousands of Starlight and Tiangang. 

Then, thirty-six Tiangang inscriptions were automatically engraved on the body of the Golden Man. It 

was the thirty-six Tiangang formation. 

The array was like a Meridian that drew the ancient God Power in the Golden man's body to speed up. 

The power of the entire body shook the Tai mountain and shattered the Hua mountain! 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen gave the order. The primordial golden humanoid charged into the formation and faced the red 

fiend giant head-on. 

"What?" 

Chi Moro was dumbfounded when he saw that ye Chen's pressure could completely resist the red fiend 

giant's existence. He did not expect ye chen to have such a powerful cosmic form. In this case, his plan 

to destroy the world with the red fiend had lost its meaning. Only by defeating the primordial golden 

man before him could he carry out his plan. 

"You're too naïve, ye chen, to think that such a golden man would be able to fight against my red fiend 

giant. " 

Naturally, he couldn't lose in terms of aura. 

However, ye chen did not respond at all because these were unnecessary. The result of the battle was 

the real thing! 

"Roar!" 

The primordial golden man released a primordial power, and his arms shook the earth. Waves of black 

and gold glass extended in the direction of the red demonic giant like a Rapid River. 

"What is this?" 
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Chi Moro was shocked. He could sense that the energy of the black and gold glass was extremely special. 

It extended out on the ground as if it could merge with the earth. Or, it could be said that the energy 

could merge with anything! 

Chi mo Luo couldn't think of a way to deal with such a strange energy body. 

In the blink of an eye, the black-gold glass extended under the red demon giant's feet. Then, the black-

gold glass expanded rapidly, as if it was a life form that was constantly growing. It quickly wrapped 

around the red demon giant's feet. 

"Don't even think about it!" 

Seeing that the black-gold glass was trying to seal the red giant's legs, Chi Moro released his mana, 

which turned into countless blood insects that rushed down from the red giant's body. 

"Devour, my bug!" 

Following Chi mo Luo's call, countless blood insects climbed onto the black and gold glass and began to 

devour it like hungry ghosts from hell! 

In the face of the bloodworm's frenzied devouring, ye chen only sneered. 

"Your tricks are all useless. Ye chen, soon, your black-gold glazed tile will be completely disintegrated by 

my blood insects. Haha, your end has come. Die, all of you!" 

"Is that so?" 

The corners of ye Chen's mouth curled up slightly. Then, his eyes emitted a dark light and the Grand 

shadow of the darkness pool rose behind him. 

"The secret order of the god of the underworld, Suan ni, darkness descends!" 

With a loud bang, the secret order was sent out along with ye Chen's voice. The dark matter responded 

one after another. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Then, web-like cracks appeared on the red shells of the bloodworms. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

With a loud boom, countless blood insects 'bodies exploded, and dark blood flowed out. The most 

terrifying thing was that the dark blood gathered together and reformed into the form of black and gold 

glass. 

"Ah?" 

Such a shocking phenomenon shocked even Chi Moluo. He had never thought that his blood insects 

would be completely suppressed by ye Chen's black-gold glazed tile! 

"Go!" 



The power of the source of darkness behind him continued to pour into the ley lines, moving in the 

direction of the red fiend giant. It turned into a flood-like dark liquid and wrapped around the red fiend 

giant's legs. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Very quickly, the dark matter wrapped around the Red Devil giant's legs. No matter how large his body 

was, he could not resist the endless growth of the dark matter. 

"Roar!" 

The red fiend giant kept roaring angrily, trying to break free from the dark matter's entanglement, but it 

was useless. Once entangled by the dark matter, one would sink endlessly. No one could escape from it, 

even the red fiend giant. 

"The god of the underworld has ordered the dark abyss to be eroded!" 

After taking control of the red fiend giant, ye chen once again issued the command of the underworld 

God. Suddenly, countless darkness pool transformed into countless sharp teeth and giant mouths, madly 

tearing at the red fiend giant and devouring the Pandora demon energy in its body. 

"You!" 

Sensing that the red fiend giant's energy was rapidly decreasing, Chi Moro's heart burned with anxiety. 

This energy was connected to his main body through the cosmic form. Once it was absorbed by ye chen, 

it was equivalent to the loss of his main body's energy. He could not accept this loss. 

"Kill!" 

Chi mo Luo personally took action. The two Tridents in his hands appeared. It was a high level mo 

soldier. 

"Hmph, come on!" 

After absorbing the demonic energy, ye chen activated the magic martial arts world's superior-class 

demonic eye through the ancient God Space and instantly saw through the Chi mo Luo's attack pattern. 

"The nine Heavens step of Yu!" 

After activating his movement divine ability, ye chen stepped on the seven stars and moved like the 

wind. Every step he took dodged Chi mo Luo's attack with precision. Chi mo Luo was shocked and 

amazed by such exquisite footwork. 

"This person is so powerful. He has the power of the underworld God and the immemorial divine power. 

He is indeed the person who killed Chi Fang." 

At this moment, Chi Moro did not dare to say that he was one hundred percent sure that he could kill ye 

chen. He could even feel that his strength was constantly decreasing while ye Chen's strength was 

constantly increasing. This was very strange. 

By the time he reacted, the other party had actually used the red demon giant's mana to open a 

superior-grade Demon Eye, so he had a complete grasp of his attack routine. 



"Impossible! How many elemental powers can this kid control?" 

Chi mo Luo roared at the sky. The cultivation method of the person in front of him had already exceeded 

the scope of understanding. Wouldn't his body enter a state of self-contradiction because of so many 

different elemental powers? 

"The magic martial arts realm is still the upper realm. You can't control the power of the magic martial 

arts realm!" 

"Ha, a small magic martial arts world, and you dare to call yourself the upper realm in front of me? 

"Even if it's really the upper realm, you're just a pawn. Do you really think you have any status in the 

magic martial arts world? I won't feel the slightest bit of pride in killing a nobody like you!" 

"Ah? You, you!" 

Chi Moro was rendered speechless by ye Chen's words. This scene put the million-strong demon Army 

on the demon warship in an awkward position. Chi Moro's defeat meant their defeat. 

"Red Tiger, red leopard, kill them!" 

"Ah?" 

When they heard Chi Moro's order, Chi Hu and Chi Bao hesitated. After all, if even a super strong 

abstruse immortal like Chi Moro was not ye Chen's opponent, what were they? 

"You don't dare to fight?" 

Chi mo Luo was even angrier. Did he lose his dignity? even his subordinates were going to disobey his 

orders? 

Chapter 2162 Scarlet Demon Blood Curse! 

When he saw that his general was afraid of ye Chen's might, Chi Moro felt that his dignity had been 

completely thrown away. 

"Scarlet demon blood Curse!" 

With an angry roar, Chi Moro did not hesitate to use the red demon clan's Blood Curse power and began 

to take control of the red Tiger and red leopard's bodies. This way, their bodies were under Chi Moro's 

control and they began to attack ye chen wildly. 

"Ha, is such an action useful?" 

Ye chen sneered at the control technique. The celestial Thearch sword and the immortal Flying Dagger 

flew out at the same time. 

"True spirit nine transformations tadpole spirit control chapter!" 

Ye chen combined the spirit taming technique and transformed it into a divine power. The celestial 

Thearch sword and the immortal slaying Flying Dagger instantly transformed into the forms of a 

swordsman and a saber user as they faced the red Tiger and red leopard. 

"What?" 
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Seeing such an exquisite magical power, Chi mo Luo revealed a look of surprise. The opponent in front 

of him, whether it was talent or martial arts knowledge, was far above him. Such a "scourge" would be 

the greatest threat to the magic martial arts world, and must be eliminated. 

"Kill him!" 

The order was given. The Crimson Tigers and Crimson leopards flew toward ye chen regardless of 

whether they were Dead or Alive. 

"Be careful, heavenly Emperor ye!" 

The old ancestor shouted. 

"Ha, I've seen too many of such scenes!" 

"I knew it, hahaha!" 

Seeing how ye chen handled the two abstruse Immortals with ease, the great ancestor was amazed. At 

the same time, it was within his expectations. He had been with ye chen for a long time and understood 

his talent and potential very well. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The red Tiger and the red leopard unleashed their beast form's power, and their speed was extremely 

fast. They pounced from two different directions, but the Saberman and the swordsman had been 

waiting for a long time. 

"Leave your life!" 

The sword and saber duo locked their cold eyes on their opponents. Their entire body's power exploded, 

and saber radiance and sword Qi shot out like raging waves. 

In the blink of an eye, the space in front of them was filled with rapid energy vibrations. Although Red 

Tiger and red leopard were fast, they could not force their way in the face of such powerful saber and 

sword Qi. They could only fight with the saber and sword. 

Outside the battlefield, ye chen and Chi mo Luo looked at each other coldly. 

"Ye chen, you'll only fail when you're up against the magic martial world's Army. Hand over the control 

of the spirit reservoir Valley. This is your only chance!" 

"Hmph, the spirit reservoir Valley is the yellow Springs battle Manor's territory. If the magic martial arts 

world wants to invade, then they'll have to ask about my saber and sword!" 

Ye chen responded coldly to chimoro's threat. Such a person was not worthy of ye Chen's attention. 

"Chi mo Luo, get the hell back to the mo Wu realm and let someone stronger come. I might be 

interested!" 

"You!" 

Chi Moro was furious. He released blood-red mystic energy, instantly drawing the killing intent of the 

red Tiger and red leopard. He ignored the limits of his body and killed the enemy in front of him. 



"Roar!" 

The red Tiger and red leopard released the maximum potential in their bodies at the same time, raising 

their foundations to the peak, directly charging towards the immortal slaying Flying Dagger and Celestial 

Emperor sword. 

Although the two divine weapons were indestructible, their spirituality was not enough for ye chen to 

do as he pleased. When he encountered two powerful beast-shaped abstruse Immortals, he gradually 

began to struggle. 

"Master, these two bastards are very troublesome!" 

The immortal flying blade shouted. 

"Don't be anxious, hold your ground!" 

"Yes!" 

Upon hearing ye Chen's words, the immortal slaying Flying Dagger and the celestial Emperor sword 

stabilized their wills at the same time and guarded their positions, no longer attacking. In this way, 

although Red Tiger and red leopard had the advantage, it wouldn't be easy to get the immortal-slaying 

Flying Dagger and Celestial Emperor sword. 

"Damn it!" 

Filled with rage, the red demon waved its giant palm, and the red demon giant reappeared. 

"Ha, don't even think about it!" 

At that moment, ye chen activated the extremely powerful power of the darkness pool. The black-gold 

glaze quickly wrapped around the entire red fiend giant, making it impossible for it to attack. 

"Shatter!" 

The Demon's Eye between ye Chen's brows released a dark light, triggering the black-gold glazed tile's 

powerful self-detonation function. The entire red fiend giant exploded in the air. 

"Ah?" 

This time, Chi mo Luo was truly shocked. Ye chen was an unfathomable existence. No matter how you 

imagined his power, he would always give you a new kind of surprise. How could you win against such 

an opponent? 

"You're finished, Chi mo Luo!" 

Ye Chen's cold eyes locked onto chimoro. Only by killing this man would the entire magic martial arts 

world's Army truly collapse. 

Chi Moro gritted his teeth and flew toward the demonic warship behind him. Ye chen naturally would 

not let him go. He flew up and followed closely behind. 

The two of them instantly arrived on the demonic battleship and looked at each other. 



"Hahaha, you actually dared to follow me, what an idiot!" 

"Chi mo Luo, no matter what tricks you have up your sleeve, show me. I'll let you know what you're 

going to die for!" 

"You're boasting!" 

Chimoro roared angrily. The surrounding space rapidly transformed. Naturally, there was a super-

powerful demon array on the demon warship that trapped ye chen. 

However, this was all within ye Chen's expectations. Since he dared to board the ship alone, he must 

have absolute confidence. 

"Eight-gate divine disc!" 

With a toss, the divine disc flew up into the sky, hovering and spinning above his head. Then, all sorts of 

light rays shot towards the ground of the demonic battleship. These light rays had extremely strong 

penetrative power, and they directly penetrated the interior of the demonic battleship. The entire array 

had already entered the divine disc. 

"What is this?" Chi mo Luo asked. 

"Ha, it's the divine artifact that broke your formation!" Ye chen sneered back, his confidence invincible. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The eight-gate divine disc instantly locked onto the array network in the demon warship below. The 

divine disc was connected to ye Chen's ancient God Space. In the space, the divine disc activated its own 

analysis program. The door, view, and stop gates opened one after another. Under the illumination of 

three beams of light, the demon warship's array was successfully analyzed. 

"Chi mo Luo, your formation has already been broken by me. Why aren't you kneeling and 

surrendering?" 

"You're talking nonsense. This array was built by a devil Supreme. It's ridiculous that you can crack it!" 

"Ignorant trash, lowly dog, how can you predict the actions of the heavens?" 

Ye chen did not explain further. The Demon's Eye continued to release dark energy rays, sweeping 

through the entire array network. Soon, the various core nodes of the array were disintegrated by ye 

Chen's demonic rays, and the array was naturally broken. 

"Ah?" 

When he saw this, Chi Moro had to believe it even if he did not want to. He was no match for ye chen at 

all. The human heavenly Emperor did not fear the mystic immortal powerhouses of the magic martial 

world at all. 

"It's bad!" 



At this moment, Chi mo Luo finally understood that he could very well die at ye Chen's hands. This time, 

not only did he not enter the spirit reservoir Valley, but he might not even see the shadow of the spirit 

reservoir. How could he accept such an outcome? 

"Red Tiger, red leopard!" 

He released the power of the blood curse again. The red Tiger and red leopard no longer entangled 

themselves with the immortal slaying Flying Dagger and the celestial Thearch sword. Instead, they flew 

back and activated the powerful blood explosion in their bodies. Disregarding their own lives, they 

pounced at ye chen. 

"What?" 

Naturally, ye chen could sense that this was the final value of the two people who were used by the 

Scarlet demon! 

Chapter 2163 Fiend Supremacy Qing Yu! 

"Roar!" 

The red Tiger and red leopard had completely activated their own foundations. They wanted to die with 

ye chen. This was naturally Chi Moro's ultimate plan but ye chen would not let him do as he wished! 

"Heavenly Dragon's eight notes killing move!" 

Ye Chen's body reappeared with the Chi of eight Dragons. Combined with the strongest power of 

darkness, he instantly locked onto Red Tiger and red leopard! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Just as the two of them were about to pounce on him, the heavenly Dragon's eight notes and the eight 

Dragon's Qi had already wrapped around their bodies. The dragon's mouth spewed out the power of the 

origin of darkness that could corrode everything, covering the two of them in the blink of an eye. 

Then, their bodies stiffened and they couldn't move. Their blood froze and they couldn't activate the 

blood explosion. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

His body turned into all kinds of fragments and fell from the sky. The demon Army was extremely 

shocked. 

"This is a human-devil!" 

"He's simply a devil. He's too terrifying!" 

"We can't defeat him!" 

The morale of the Army wavered, and it was impossible for them to succeed. Chi mo Luo saw that the 

situation was hopeless, so he flew towards the cockpit of the demonic battleship, hoping to leave. 

"Isn't it too late to run now?" 
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A cold voice chased after him. Chi mo Luo was like a fox that had been targeted by a Hunter, unable to 

escape. 

"No, no!" 

Chi mo Luo wanted to leave but he found that the surrounding space had been locked. His movements 

had become extremely slow while ye chen could walk freely in the enchantment. He saw ye chen 

walking at his slowest pace as if he was using a rapid movement technique. Chi mo Luo, on the other 

hand, could only move like an ant when he used his movement technique. He had already fallen into the 

space-time enchantment of the time rage. 

"What's going on?" 

Chi mo Luo couldn't understand what was happening, and the fear in his heart grew even stronger! 

"Chi mo Luo, die!" 

At this moment, ye chen activated the power of judgment. It took the shape of a sword and slashed 

toward chimoro's head. 

"Ah?" 

Chi mo Luo watched as the blade descended towards his head. However, within this boundary, he 

couldn't resist the power of time and space. There was no way for him to escape. He could only watch as 

his end came. This kind of despair was incomprehensible to ordinary people. 

"No!" 

In the most desperate eyes, the blade of the sword descended. 

At this critical moment, a dark vortex suddenly appeared in front of him. A demonic claw reached out 

and grabbed Chi Moro. Then, Chi Moro's body was brought into a different space. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked up into the sky and saw a man standing there. The man had a burly figure and wore a tall 

hat. He had his hands behind his back and was looking at ye chen. 

"Qing Yu demon venerable!" 

Looking at the person in front of him, Chi mo Luo was like a frightened child. He hurriedly bowed and did 

not dare to raise his head. 

"A puny human itinerant immortal defeated your Army of a million soldiers. Chi Moro, you're really 

something!" 

"Lord Demon Supreme, this man is extremely abnormal. Although his cultivation is only at the individual 

immortal realm, his strength is far above that of a genuine immortal, even comparable to a profound 

immortal. We were plotted against by him, which is why we ended up like this!" 

"Ambush? Hahaha, you're actually trying to hide the truth from me? Chi mo Luo, do you want to die?" 

"Ah ... I don't dare, I don't dare!" 



Chi mo Luo knelt on the ground and didn't dare to move. 

At this moment, demon venerable Qingyu looked at ye chen and said,""You're the human ye chen?" 

"That's me! Who are you, how dare you touch my prey!" 

"Hmph, a puny loose immortal dares to ask for my name? Before you die, there's no harm in telling you. 

I'm the Red Devil clan's bi 'an Qing Yu demon venerable in the magic martial world, and I'm also the one 

who killed you!“ 

"Is that so?" 

Ye Chen's cold eyes locked onto the man before him. He saw a Grand dark vortex open behind this man. 

Countless elite demons rushed in and stood behind this man. The strength of these elite demons was far 

above that of Chi Moro's million-strong Army. Their pressure intimidated the entire Yellow Springs 

battle Manor. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At this time, demon venerable Qingyu also released his own pressure. In an instant, ye chen felt his body 

begin to shake. The other party's demon energy seemed to be able to shake the entire earth vein. 

"Ah!" 

When ye chen turned around, he found that old ancestor yellow spring and the others were already 

under the control of this pressure. Their bodies trembled and were almost paralyzed. 

Just a wave of pressure could cause such destruction. Ye chen understood that this person's strength 

was heaven-defying. 

"Retreat!" 

Ye Chen's order was very decisive. He did not want the people of the yellow Springs battle Manor to die 

Here. 

"Can you leave?" 

The Qing Yu fiend supremacy revealed his coldest smile. This was the crocodile's tears before the 

slaughter, and it made one feel despair! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Bolts of magic lightning descended from the sky, and everyone was trapped within it, unable to escape. 

"Not good!" 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed and his heart was filled with anger. If this continued, they would all die Here. 

He had to get everyone out of here first. 

"Eight-gate divine disc!" 

Ye chen activated the eight-gate divine disc once again. He used the divine disc to devour the thunder 

and lightning in front of him. He cracked the enchantment before him and opened up a new space. 



"Furious spacetime roar!" 

"Roar!" 

Under the operation of the Furious howl of time and space, a vast space-time Tunnel appeared. Ye chen 

shouted,""All of you, enter!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone could only believe in ye chen now. Otherwise, they would die without a burial place. 

Countless powerhouses stepped into the spacetime tunnel that ye chen had opened and disappeared 

without a trace. 

"Where do you think you're going!" 

Demon venerable Qingyu stretched out his demonic claw again, passing through space and directly 

reaching ye chen. 

"Ha, who can stop me if I want to leave? Demon supremacy Qing Yu, we shall meet again!" 

With a sneer, ye chen sent out a thunderous palm energy, then jumped into the space-time vortex and 

disappeared without a trace. 

Looking at the empty scene in front of him, demon supremacy Qing Yu was furious. 

"Ah!" 

He bellowed at the sky. Then, he saw that the dozens of yellow spring Battle Manor's experts were still 

in front of him. 

"Who are you?" 

"We are the experts of the Zhan residence who have submitted to Lord Chi mo Luo!" 

Those experts bowed and said in a trembling voice. 

"Damn it!" 

The Qing Yu fiend supremacy was currently in a fit of anger. He had originally wanted to capture them 

all in one fell swoop, but he didn't expect to let them leave so easily. What kind of person was he? this 

was a huge loss of face. As soon as the sharp claw appeared, a demonic claw appeared out of thin air 

and instantly grabbed the yellow spring Battle Manor's traitors. 

"Crack!" 

With a crushing sound, all the yellow spring Battle Manor's cultivators who had surrendered were 

turned into ashes! 

The Qing Yu fiend supremacy stood on The Fiend battleship. With a single glance, he saw through the 

entire Yellow Springs battle Manor and instantly locked onto the location of the spirit reservoir Valley. 

"Lord devil Emperor, what should we do now?" Chi mo Luo asked. 



"Spirit reservoir Valley!" 

"Yes!" 

Chi mo Luo personally drove the demon ship towards the spirit accumulation Valley. 

At this moment, a door of darkness appeared in the spirit reservoir Valley. The people of the yellow 

spring Battle Manor revealed themselves one after another. It turned out that ye Chen's space-time 

door was leading to the spirit reservoir Valley! 

Chapter 2164 2169-Please Enter The Jar! 

Everyone entered the spirit reservoir Valley through the space-time Tunnel that ye chen had created. 

The first five levels of the spirit reservoir Valley had been destroyed by ye chen and the energy within 

had been absorbed. It was a good place for everyone to rest. 

The arrival of demon venerable Qingyu from the magic martial world and the delay in the appearance of 

the god of the underworld to rescue ye chen made ye chen very unhappy. 

This time, when he went to the underworld realm to find help, the god of the underworld had come 

personally. This was a huge advantage. However, after arriving in the lower realm, the god of the 

underworld had disappeared without a trace. Ye chen speculated that he must have carried out 

something. 

"Forefather, how is everyone?" Ye chen asked. 

"Emperor ye, everyone's fine. Those who are brave enough to fight have followed us. Those who have 

joined the enemy, let's just leave them to their own devices!" 

"Good. I will open up a new space here so that the experts of the yellow Springs battle Palace and the 

netherworld can temporarily rest here. Forefather, Wushuang, take a group of elites and explore the 

spirit reservoir Valley with me. This is our only chance!" 

"Don't worry, Emperor. I'll make the arrangements!" 

The great ancestor nodded slightly and made his own arrangements. Ye chen, on the other hand, 

recalled demon venerable Qingyu's situation. 

The demonic energy on Qing Yu demonic venerate was extremely strange. It was different from Chi mo 

Luo 's. The laws hidden within this demonic energy were very high. It must have been cultivated by 

someone of high status and talent in the red fiend clan. 

Ye chen sat cross-legged in the air, replaying the various scenes of demon venerable Qingyu releasing his 

demon energy in his mind. 

With his multiple powerful eye techniques, as long as his opponent released a divine ability, secret 

technique, or even an ordinary Pandora demon ability attack, ye chen could easily remember the details 

and analyze the information through the ancient God Space. 

"The red demon clan is invading. This is just the vanguard. The magic martial arts world's desire for the 

spirit accumulation Valley is the root cause." 
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Ye chen had already seen through the essence of this war. It was not just because the magic martial arts 

world wanted to expand its territory. Their goal was very clear. It was spiritual accumulation! 

After absorbing the fifth layer of spiritual accumulation, ye chen felt that his cultivation body had greatly 

improved. His Foundation had improved more than a hundred times. It was no exaggeration to say that 

his current Foundation was comparable to that of a middle stage Mystic immortal! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

All of a sudden, heaven and earth trembled, and powerful demonic energy descended into the spirit 

reservoir Valley. 

Ye chen suddenly opened his eyes, which were shining with spiritual light. He looked at the sky above 

the spirit demon Valley. The formation he had set up had been broken. The demonic warship had 

descended. 

On the demonic battleship, the most powerful source of demonic energy was demon supremacy Qing 

Yu. 

"Hahaha!" 

The demon Lord's laughter pierced through the space and reached the people of the Zhan family. 

"Ye chen, you're not qualified to escape my demonic claws!" 

He shouted at the valley below, but he didn't act rashly. The spirit reservoir Valley was a place of 

fortune. If he didn't have enough understanding and invaded it, the consequences would be 

unpredictable. 

Even though the Qing Yu fiend supremacy was arrogant and brutal, he was not an idiot. 

"Quickly hide in the formation, I'm going to draw the demons away!" 

"Great emperor, we swear to fight to the death!" 

Although many of the yellow spring Battle Manor's unaffiliated cultivators did not have a high 

cultivation base, they had a strong will to fight and were very loyal to ye chen. Ye chen naturally did not 

want them to stay and die. 

"This is my order!" 

"Yes!" 

In the end, ye chen took a group of elites with him and left. Most of the remaining cultivators hid in the 

spirit reservoir Valley's array and disappeared without a trace. 

Ye chen had used the power of spiritual accumulation and nature to set up this exquisite formation. No 

one could understand the profoundness of it. 

"Qing Yu demon venerate, enter the spirit reservoir Valley. This is not the territory of your demon race. 

Before the creation of the heavens and earth, you will all die without a burial place!" 



Faced with the suppression of the demon Army, ye Chen's voice was like thunder, reverberating above 

the nine Heavens. 

"Arrogant human brat, the spiritual energy is in my hands, and so is your life!“ 

"Ha, then come and kill us!" 

Ye chen pointed his sword to the sky and immediately released a sword Qi, directly exposing his 

position. He did not want demon venerable Qingyu to notice the existence of the spatial array he had 

created. He had to attract this person's attention as soon as possible. 

Ye Chen's actions made the demon venerable think that this was an extreme provocation. Naturally, he 

would not let it go. 

"Kill them all!" 

The demon commander gave the order, and the demon Army moved out one after another, rushing 

toward the spirit accumulation Valley. 

Ye chen led the great ancestor, Wushuang, and the other elite powerhouses toward the bottom of the 

spirit reservoir Valley. This was a very risky gamble but it was also the best method ye chen could think 

of. 

No one could completely control the spirit reservoir Valley. This was the best protection for ye chen and 

the others. 

"Ye chen, you won't be able to escape. You and Lingyun will become the red demon tribe's possessions. 

Hahaha!" 

Behind them, the million-strong demon Army charged into the spirit accumulation Valley. The sound of 

the Army marching resounded through the world with a Grand momentum. They wanted to kill 

everything. 

Below them, on the sixth level of the spirit reservoir Valley, ye chen and the others had arrived at the 

periphery. 

"There are too many enemies. Use the spatial power I've released and hide on the rock wall. I'm going to 

lure you into the trap!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone listened to ye Chen's instructions and leaned against the rock wall. 

"Roar!" 

With a heaven-shaking roar, the space twisted and hundreds of itinerant immortal experts hid into the 

rock wall. 

Ye chen floated in the air alone, facing the million-strong demon Army. 

"You're too slow. " 

"It's Ye chen!" 



A powerhouse saw ye chen and bared his fangs. They had already accepted the demon Lord's orders. 

Whoever killed ye chen would be a red fiend hero. Such glory was a great temptation for these 

Vanguard Warriors. They were born as red fiend Warriors and must fight for glory. 

"Kill!" 

In an instant, tens of thousands of Warriors charged at ye chen. 

"Ha!" 

He stood in the void with his hands behind his back, and his sword Qi filled the sky and shook the eight 

directions! 

Ye Chen's carefree posture was like a god descending from the nine Heavens and a ghost descending 

from the nine Realms! The celestial Thearch sword appeared on its own."Sword rain, falling flowers!" 

With a sigh, a rain of swords erupted, attacking the nine Heavens and ten lands. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Tens of thousands of red fiend Warriors exploded in the air, their blood dyeing the void red! 

"Kill, kill, kill!" 

However, the red fiend's ferocity was far beyond ordinary people's imagination. No matter how bloody 

the front was, only the sound of killing could be heard. 

"Crazy indeed, come on!" 

Facing the tens of thousands of frenzied demon Warriors, ye chen sneered and flew down. Hundreds of 

thousands of demon Warriors followed behind, running and chasing. 

The huge crowd followed ye chen and rushed to the sixth level of the spirit accumulation Valley. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All of a sudden, the power of the sixth spiritual accumulation burst out and the huge figure of the sixth 

spiritual accumulation appeared before everyone. 

"Who dares to invade the spirit accumulation Valley?" 

The demon Warriors didn't know what was going on, so they just charged towards the sixth spiritual 

accumulation. 

"Damn it!" 

In his own home ground, the sixth spiritual accumulation was like a ghost, unparalleled in killing! 

"Slash!" 

The spiritual energy in the surrounding space transformed into countless white lights, slaughtering 

madly! 



Chapter 2165 Qing Yu Devil World! 

Above the nine Heavens, demon supremacy Qing Yu stood on the demon ship and looked down at the 

battle below. 

"Spiritual energy!" 

Sensing the spiritual energy, the demon's face was filled with greed. 

"Lord devil Emperor, I've heard that spiritual accumulation is a top-tier natural treasure that can 

stimulate a cultivator's potential. Is there such a thing?" 

An expert beside him asked. 

"That's right. This is one of the reasons why the demon Lord sent me to this place. It's our greatest 

honor to obtain the power of spiritual accumulation. We can even increase our strength in this spirit 

accumulation Valley. Hahaha, ye chen wants to guide me here. This is killing two birds with one stone!" 

Looking at the tens of thousands of demon Warriors dying in the hands of sixth Lingyun, Qing Yu demon 

venerate and the other high-level demon experts did not care at all. Within the mo martial world, there 

was already a production line of demon Warriors. They were all the lowest-level cultivators in the mo 

martial world. They were born to be the Warriors who charged into the enemy lines. They had no other 

rights and could only listen to the orders of their commander. 

To them, life and death didn't matter. Only the information about battle glory that was deeply engraved 

into their bones was what they valued the most. 

The sixth spiritual accumulation had killed countless demon Warriors. 

"You humans and demons will all die Here!" 

In his own territory, the sixth spiritual accumulation was unrivaled. Even if it was mystic energy, it would 

absorb it without hesitation. 

Although each warrior did not have much mana, the accumulation of the amount allowed the sixth 

spiritual accumulation's body to be filled with the unique mana of the magic martial world. 

"Hahaha, this feeling is too good." 

After absorbing the huge amount of energy, the sixth spiritual accumulation's power increased greatly 

and it started to devour the demon warrior in front of it. 

Although the demon Warriors loved glory, seeing their comrades dying in front of them and being 

devoured by the sixth spiritual accumulation, they lost their motivation and started to retreat. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

At this moment, Dark Thunder filled the sky and a huge demonic battleship appeared in front of 

everyone. It was the Qing Yu demonic Marshall. 

The sixth hidden soul looked at the sky with a heavy expression. He could feel the powerful energy from 

the ship. This energy contained a sense of dignity. It was the noble existence of the red demon race. 
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"Hahaha, I can't believe that ye chen led me to the sixth spiritual accumulation!" 

The Qing Yu demonic master let out a cold smile. The five spiritual pools in front of him had already 

disappeared. The sixth spiritual pool could help cultivators to increase their strength by a large extent. 

This was a big surprise for the Qing Yu demonic master. 

"Sixth spiritual accumulation, submit to me and you will gain your own value!" He said. 

"Ha, people of the magic martial arts world, I have cultivated here for tens of thousands of years. It was 

extremely laughable! Since you're here, then stay!" 

Facing the Qing Yu demon venerate, the sixth spiritual accumulation was not afraid. After absorbing the 

blood and energy of hundreds of thousands of demon soldiers, his confidence increased greatly. 

The Qing Yu demon venerable knew this, but he was also very confident in his own strength. No matter 

how much demon energy the sixth spiritual pool absorbed, it would not be his match. 

"Kill!" 

Facing the green universe demon venerate, the sixth spiritual accumulation made the first move. He 

drew in the endless demonic energy in the surrounding space, and with the help of his own spiritual 

accumulation, it transformed into a vast sword light that attacked the green universe demon venerate. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Grand sword light was like a Dragon in the Sea, rushing to the sky and crushing down. 

Many of the demon powerhouses felt the heaven-splitting might and revealed shocked expressions. 

Even Chi mo Luo was shocked, but Qing Yu demon venerate smiled coldly as if he didn't care at all. 

"Hahaha, good!" 

The Qing Yu demon venerate extended his hand and instantly, the power of space shook out once more. 

Behind the sixth Lingyun, a huge demonic claw appeared and wrapped towards her. 

"You want to deal with my true body with such divine abilities?" 

After absorbing the magic power of the magic martial world, the sixth spiritual accumulation could 

naturally sense the existence of the sharp claws behind him. However, what he wanted was the spatial 

power of demon master Qing Yu. 

The sixth spiritual accumulation was covered in a flash of mana. Then, with the support of the spiritual 

accumulation, the energy Index of this mana rose rapidly, increasing by 60 times in an instant. 

"Explode!" 

With a single command, his demon energy, which was sixty times stronger than before, exploded. The 

space demon Claw that the demon Lord had just released exploded. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The energy shockwave continued to hit the surrounding Inferno Warriors, causing them to explode and 

die. They didn't even know how they died. 



Such a powerful increase in demonic energy made demon supremacy Qingyu's eyes light up. He had 

finally witnessed the power of spiritual accumulation with his own eyes. The demonic energy that 

originally didn't pose any threat to him could actually burst out with such amazing power under the 

support of spiritual accumulation. If he could obtain spiritual accumulation, he could even directly 

ascend to the true demon Realm. This was simply too tempting. 

"Hahaha, great, great! This time, I'll make you submit to me completely!" 

The Qing Yu demon venerable personally took action and went straight for the sixth spiritual 

accumulation. 

On the mountain wall, there was a hidden place. From the outside, it looked like an ordinary stone, but 

ye chen was hidden in it. 

He had been waiting. The sixth spiritual accumulation against demon venerable Qingyu was the result 

he wanted to see. This was ye Chen's plan. 

"Ha, I'll let you guys continue fighting. I'll see how you guys use it!" 

Ye Chen's entire body was in a state of rapid speed. From the outside, ye Chen's true form would appear 

to be in a still state. However, in reality, ye chen had placed his speed in a strange space-time. As time 

passed, this speed energy would only become stronger and stronger. 

A thousand years passed in an instant! 

In the air, two huge wings appeared on the back of the Qing Yu demonic Marshall. Like a ROC from the 

nine Heavens, he charged down and destroyed the entire Space Array. The home ground of the sixth 

Lingyun no longer existed! 

"So strong!" 

The sixth spiritual accumulation's brows furrowed. He knew that he would not be able to defeat the 

opponent in front of him if he did not release his full power. However, once he devoured this person, he 

would instantly become a super expert. This was an opportunity that he had been waiting for tens of 

thousands of years, and he definitely could not lose it. Furthermore, it had to be fast, because the 

situation here would quickly awaken the other more powerful spiritual reserves. Once they woke up, 

things would be difficult to deal with. 

"Sixth spiritual accumulation, you don't stand a chance. Surrender is your only choice!" 

"Is that so?" 

The sixth spiritual accumulation suddenly opened its eyes. Within the spiritual aura, a white light flashed 

and countless cobweb-like white threads appeared on the surrounding rock walls, shooting in the 

direction of demon master Qingyu. 

"What?" 

The demon's eyes turned cold. He didn't expect that there would be such a trick hidden in the 

surrounding mountain walls. However, as a super powerhouse in the magic martial world, his ability to 

adapt was naturally strong. 



"Ha, useless move!" 

Demonic flames grew around his body, and he did not hold back. He directly released his domain to look 

down on the Qing Yu demonic realm! 

Chapter 2166 Devouring The Dome! 

The green universe demonic world descended and instantly, the surroundings of the green universe 

demonic venerable were engulfed in a sea of fire. The countless white light cobwebs released by the 

sixth spiritual accumulation were all burned to nothing by the flames. 

"Detestable!" 

The sixth Ling Yun's eyebrows furrowed, he was furious, he had never seen such a powerful demonic 

flame, but, with the special support of Ling Yun, he was not afraid of any challenge. 

"Ah!" 

He shouted in anger and continued to generate spiritual energy, raising his own power to a terrifying 

level. 

"Five seals of spiritual accumulation!" 

In his own territory, the sixth spiritual accumulation would not allow anyone to suppress him in terms of 

domain power. 

Behind him, five balls of demonic flames appeared. The power of these demonic flames continued to 

condense and become stronger and stronger. They turned into five seals and floated in the sky. In an 

instant, the power of the five seals continued to release its spiritual energy. The demonic flames in the 

surrounding space were attracted by the spiritual energy and floated towards the five seals. 

"Mm ..." 

This kind of sealing secret technique had severely damaged the Qing Yu demon venerable's Qing Yu 

demon world. Countless demonic energy could not resist the spiritual power at all and was absorbed 

one after another. In less than an incense's time, the power of the Qing Yu demon world had decreased 

by more than 30%. 

"Damn it!" 

The demon was furious. He held the green universe demonic sword and went straight for the sixth 

spiritual accumulation. 

Qing Yu demon venerate's body moved in an instant, and he didn't hesitate to use all kinds of secret 

techniques. His goal was to obtain the sixth spiritual accumulation. Only then would his trip to the spirit 

accumulation Valley not be in vain. Moreover, his ambition wasn't limited to this, so he couldn't fail this 

time. 

"Azure universe sword kill!" 

He forced his demonic energy to flow into the sword. The demonic energy shot up into the sky, and the 

sword light was overwhelming. 
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The demonic clouds covered the sky with Supreme might! 

"Hahaha!" 

The green universe demonic venerate laughed maniacally as he slashed out with his sword. 

The powerful sword power was unstoppable. Just as it was about to destroy the sixth spiritual 

accumulation, the five seals in the sky shone at the same time. Five rays of light rushed towards the 

sword radiance. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Under the five seals, the power of the demonic sword had no effect and could not kill the sixth spiritual 

accumulation. 

"Hahaha, Qing Yu fiend supremacy, you're too anxious." 

The sixth spiritual accumulation's mouth slightly raised and revealed a proud smile. The Qing Yu demon 

world of the Qing Yu demon venerable had already been severely damaged. Such a powerful sword 

power must not be released continuously. Now that the attack had failed, it was equivalent to losing the 

support. In the spirit accumulation Valley, the next round would be the sixth spiritual accumulation 's. 

As a Supreme expert, demon supremacy Qing Yu naturally knew the importance of this attack. If he 

failed, he would be in danger. 

"Kill him!" 

Under such circumstances, he could only rely on the many devil realm experts to resist for a while and 

recover his strength. 

"Chi mo Luo, go!" 

"Yes!" 

Even though Chi mo Luo could tell how strong the sixth spiritual accumulation was, he had no other 

choice in this situation. 

"Vast Scarlet demonic sky!" 

The Scarlet demonic sky had been rebuilt, but even the Qing Yu demonic world had failed. How could 

the tiny Scarlet demonic sky shake the sixth spiritual accumulation? 

"Hahaha, idiot!" 

The sixth spiritual accumulation laughed coldly and released the five great seals once more. In an 

instant, the Chi Motian's energy started to surge towards the seals and was absorbed by the sixth 

spiritual accumulation. 

"Ah?" 

Chi mo Luo's heart trembled as he continued to release his powers, trying to stop the five great seals 

from absorbing the energy. However, it was not effective. Before the sixth spiritual accumulation, he 

was like a doll, not a match at all. 



"Since you want to destroy my seal so badly, I'll let you fuse with it!" 

"What?" 

Hearing this, Chi mo Luo's heart trembled. He wanted to escape, but the five great seals released light at 

the same time, instantly locking onto Chi mo Luo's body. His entire body was covered in a White Spider 

web, completely sealing his movements. 

"No!" 

Chi mo Luo's face was filled with fear. But what was the use? the five great seals continued to release 

their power. Chi mo Luo's entire body of mana became food for the seal's power, being absorbed madly. 

The five great seals were like primordial beasts, devouring the body of the Chimaru. 

"Hahaha!" 

The energy that he had devoured was all transferred to his sixth spiritual accumulation, allowing his 

strength to increase again. 

"How hateful!" 

At this moment, the Qing Yu demon venerate, who had recovered 70% of his powers, flew up once 

again and activated the power of the red demon blood Curse. Instantly, tens of thousands of demon 

Warriors rushed out and attacked the sixth spiritual accumulation like a flood. They didn't care about 

their lives at all. 

"Go to hell!" 

The sixth spiritual accumulation did not hold back and released the five great seals to continue killing 

these demon Warriors. 

As the demon Warriors died, the sixth spiritual pool absorbed the energy. 

However, at this moment, before the demonic energy absorbed by the sixth spiritual pool was refined, it 

was suddenly summoned by demon master Qing Yu. This was demon master Qing Yu's biggest plan! 

"Hahaha!" 

The demon smiled coldly and then released the ultimate red demon blood Curse. Countless amounts of 

demonic energy backfired on the sixth spiritual accumulation. 

"What?" 

His sixth spiritual accumulation was in a difficult situation. He could not use his mana. He wanted to use 

his spiritual accumulation power, but he suddenly realized that it could not move. He looked around 

coldly. 

"It's you!" 

He locked his eyes on a rock wall and activated his spiritual eye. Under the cover of countless white light 

cobwebs, ye chen revealed himself. 



"Ha, that's me!" 

Ye chen laughed coldly, and ten thousand swords flew out. 

"Celestial Thearch sword, glorious return of ten thousand swords!" 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Endless sword gleams attacked the space in all directions. Whether it was the sixth spiritual 

accumulation or the demon Army, they were all caught in the sword net. With this, no one could stop ye 

chen. 

"The sixth spiritual accumulation, return to your position!" 

"What?" 

Under the sixth spiritual accumulation's frightened gaze, ye chen activated the power of the five great 

spiritual accumulations in his body and forcefully devoured the sixth spiritual accumulation. 

"No!" 

The sixth spiritual accumulation realized that it was in an ultimate crisis and opened the spiritual storage 

space in an attempt to sneak in and escape. However, ye chen had five great spiritual storage powers 

and his control of spiritual storage was no less than the sixth spiritual storage. He could see through the 

spiritual storage space at a glance. 

"Ye chen, don't you dare!" 

At this moment, the Qing Yu fiend supremacy was also furious. He had paid such a high price, but he was 

going to let others benefit from it? this was an outcome that he could not accept. 

"Azure universe demonic sword!" 

Qing Yu demon venerate activated the power of the demon Sword again. However, because of the 

consumption of the demon Sword before and the suppression of the sixth spiritual accumulation, the 

power of the demon Sword that was forcefully released this time was obviously not enough. 

"Evil demon Eye!" 

Ye chen released the Demon's Eye between his brows. Instantly, under the light of the nether God, 

countless nether prison Warriors appeared. 

"Kill!" 

Countless nether prison soldiers charged at Qing Yu demon venerate, stirring up rivers and seas. For a 

moment, Qing Yu demon venerate could not do anything to such an Army. 

Taking advantage of this opportunity, ye chen activated the five great spiritual reserves and instantly 

locked onto the sixth spiritual accumulation. 

"Heavenly snake Fury hack Black Tortoise form!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 



The heavenly Snake Black Tortoise reappeared behind ye chen. It opened its mouth wide and instantly 

enveloped the sixth spiritual accumulation like a dome that could swallow the world. 

"Ah?" 

Chapter 2167 Eight Sky-Splitting Dragons! 

With a look of despair, the sixth spiritual accumulation could only watch as it was engulfed by the 

engulfing hut and slowly entered it. 

"Underworld God refinement!" 

After devouring the sixth spiritual accumulation, ye chen immediately activated the underworld God 

refinement in the ancient God Space. 

The vast heart of the underworld God had evolved into the great furnace of refinement. The sixth 

spiritual accumulation still wanted to struggle but in the ancient God Space, ye chen was the absolute 

master. No one could resist him here. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The darkness pool released countless dark matter that wrapped around the sixth spiritual accumulation 

and threw him into the great furnace. 

"Refine!" 

With the command, the heart of the underworld released boundless refining power. The Pandora 

demon ability that the sixth spiritual accumulation had absorbed and his own psionic energy were all 

refined by the heart of the underworld and became ye Chen's power. 

"Ah!" 

Ye Chen's roar soared to the sky. With the power of his entire body's spiritual accumulation, his 

meridians rolled like real Dragons and soared again. 

The strong foundation had already surpassed the limits of what an itinerant immortal could withstand. 

In the sky, endless thunderclouds gathered, indicating the rise of the Tribulation. 

"Hahaha!" 

The heavenly Emperor's maniacal laughter echoed through the nine Heavens and ten lands. Ye chen had 

no scruples in the face of the vast thunderclouds. 

"You bastard, you actually absorbed my sixth spiritual accumulation!" 

Demon venerable Qingyu was even more furious. The treasure he had tried so hard to obtain had been 

easily obtained by ye chen. He could not accept this situation. 

"Azure universe demonic sword: misty ultimate destruction!" 

In a fit of rage, he released his ultimate divine ability in an attempt to combine it with the power of the 

heavenly Tribulation to completely shatter ye Chen's golden body. 
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"Ha, stupid!" 

Upon hearing the word "idiot", the power of spiritual accumulation in ye Chen's body erupted again. The 

six paths of spiritual accumulation turned into six Dragons that opened the path and instantly locked 

onto demon venerable Qingyu. 

Not only did the surrounding psionic energy not have a negative effect on ye chen, it even helped him. It 

was because he had mastered the sixth psionic accumulation. Now, ye chen had integrated The Power 

of Six psionic reserves and his strength had increased tenfold. 

"Hahaha!" 

With a maniacal laugh, the heavenly Dragon's eight notes shook the entire space, instantly causing 

sound waves to explode. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The surrounding space trembled rapidly, rocks were thrown into the air, and the heaven and earth 

collapsed. Countless demon Warriors were shattered by the eight notes of Heavenly Dragon, turning 

into a rain of blood. Even the true immortal experts of the demon race trembled when they 

encountered such a thunderous sound, and even their own protective shields were shattered. 

"It 's, it's too terrifying." 

"Is he still a human?" 

"What's wrong with this person? he's like a god!" 

Even though they were powerhouses who descended from the upper realm, they were still ants under 

ye Chen's feet. This was the difference in talent value. 

"Roar!" 

The Dragon's Roar continued to attack in all directions. The demon Realm's million-strong Army was 

now almost wiped out. Demon venerable Qing Yu was also in a state of shock. His aura was in disorder 

because ye chen had already locked onto him. Under the entanglement of the six paths of spiritual 

accumulation, his demonic energy was constantly being absorbed by ye chen. 

"Dragon Fist, splitting the heavens!" 

The Qi of the eight Dragons transformed into an ancient God fist radiance and attacked the Qing Yu 

demon venerable. 

The eight Dragons 'fist radiance completely shattered the sword of destruction and then landed on the 

body of the green universe demonic master. With a shocking explosion, the green universe demonic 

master's body exploded and demonic energy flooded the entire sky. 

"Roar!" 

The engulfing hut reappeared, and all the mana was absorbed by the Black Tortoise. 



After absorbing demon venerable Qingyu's demonic energy, the demonic Energy Foundation in ye 

Chen's body had reached a higher level. His Demon Eye opened and shot out into the universe. 

At this moment, the sky was filled with tribulation clouds, constantly bombarding the spirit reservoir 

Valley. At this moment, the heaven and earth's fortune had taken effect again, and the spirit reservoir 

Valley actually counter-attacked the heavenly Dao. 

"Very good!" 

When the time came, ye chen released The Power of Six spiritual pools, which combined with the spirit 

accumulation Valley's super-strong creation ley lines to develop the most powerful attack. 

"Three eyes as one, God slaying light!" 

Ye chen activated the Demon's Eye, the ancient God's eye, and the mutated Demon's Eye. They fused 

into the strongest death ray and aimed it at the heavenly Tribulation's formation core that had yet to 

complete its condensation. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The death ray pierced through the eye of the heavenly Tribulation, and most of the Tribulation clouds 

instantly dispersed. 

"Ah!" 

At that moment, ye chen unfurled his fiendgod wings and soared into the sky. 

"Six paths of spiritual essence, hundred times Dragon Fist!" 

The ancient God's shadow appeared behind ye chen. The Qi of the eight Dragons and the six spiritual 

reserves rapidly evolved. A Grand energy wrapped around the ancient God's right arm and transformed 

into the shape of a giant dragon's head. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen gave the order, and the ancient God punched at the same time. 

"Roar!" 

The Dragon head-shaped chaos fusion divine might completely erupted and struck the core of the 

heavenly Tribulation. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The gate of the heavenly law was swept away by ye Chen's Grand energy. It could not be opened and 

could only be closed. 

"Heaven serpent Black Tortoise!" 

Just as the door of the heavenly path was about to close, ye chen reappeared in the heavenly Snake 

Black Tortoise form and devoured the dome. No matter what was in front of him, it was the same even 

for the heavenly path. 



The dome of the hut enveloped the gate of the heavenly path and forcibly absorbed the power of the 

heavenly path. Endless divine Thunder fused into ye Chen's nine thunder gods. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The nine Thunder God Dharma forms were burning with ferocity and endless divine thunder struck the 

eight desolates! 

After absorbing the heavenly energy, ye Chen's three eyes opened at the same time. The three eyes 

floated behind ye Chen's back and activated the power to destroy the world. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The nine thunders returned to ye Chen's body. Ye chen was reborn again. 

"In the ethereal realm, mysterious spell, the gate to the celestial realm, open for me!" 

His three eyes flickered with light at the same time. He had comprehended the power of the heavenly 

Dao-this was the law of true immortal Zhuanxu! 

In the sky, between the nine Heavens, pure true immortal energy poured into ye Chen's body. A peak 

itinerant immortal had once again advanced and become a true immortal! 

Such power was too shocking. It swept through the world in an instant. Even the spacetime formation ye 

chen had released earlier was shattered. The great ancestor, Wushuang, and the other powerhouses 

had all admired ye Chen's genius Ascension. 

"After ascending to the true immortal realm, heavenly Emperor ye's strength is completely different 

from before." The old ancestor said excitedly. 

"As expected of heavenly Emperor ye. I'm impressed!" 

Many itinerant immortal experts knelt on the ground and worshipped the heavenly Emperor's might. 

At this moment, ye chen absorbed the true immortal law left behind in the door of the heavenly Dao 

and circulated the ancient God, underworld God, and mcmau power in his body. He integrated them 

and restored his original form. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The three eyes returned to ye Chen's body and he descended from the sky. 

"We welcome the great emperor!" 

Everyone welcomed ye Chen's return. 

"Thank you for your hard work, everyone. This time, I've advanced to the realm of true immortality and 

can finally comprehend the true laws of the immortal world. If you follow me, I'll use the remnants of 

the Tribulation to give you a baptism!" 

"That's great!" 

"We can accept heavenly Emperor ye's baptism!" 



"This is simply a blessing that I have accumulated over eight lifetimes!" 

Everyone sat cross-legged in the air, waiting for ye Chen's favor. 

"Forefather, Wushuang, everyone, pay attention!" 

Ye chen raised his right hand high and bent his fingers slightly. Suddenly, all the energy within the nine 

days gathered in ye Chen's hand and turned into balls of lightning power. This power was completely 

refined by ye Chen's great furnace and turned into an acceptable power. It turned into rain and 

sprinkled over the earth! 

Chapter 2168 2173-Various Experts Ascend! 

Ye chen activated his spiritual reserves and everyone felt as if their bodies had entered another world. 

Here, the speed at which the spiritual energy circulated was completely different from the outside 

world. They could feel that their bodies were absorbing this energy. 

"Hold your breath and focus, activate your heart technique!" 

At this moment, ye chen was guiding everyone to absorb the remaining spiritual energy. 

According to their talents, it was very likely that a tribulation taker would appear after absorbing the 

remaining spiritual energy. 

Now, the only way to find a glimmer of hope against the magic martial arts world was to improve the 

overall strength of everyone. 

"Yes!" 

Everyone followed ye Chen's instructions and used their own mental cultivation methods to absorb the 

power of Amitabha. People with different talents absorbed different amounts of Amitabha. Thus, the 

degree of their Ascension would be different. It could even cause many people who did not have a deep 

foundation to rely on their talents to absorb a large amount of Amitabha and surpass their own limits to 

ascend. 

 The huge group of powerhouses continuously absorbed the remaining spiritual energy in the sixth level 

of the spirit reserve Valley. The strength of their meridians increased one after another, and their 

foundations also soared. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Very quickly, powerful energy currents appeared around them. These currents were formed by the 

fluctuations of their spiritual reserves, which guided the power they released. 

Ye chen had an overview of the situation. He could guide everyone to absorb the spiritual accumulation 

but how much they could absorb and comprehend depended on the individual. 

This state continued for a total of 49 days. 

At the dawn of the 50th day, powerful tribulation clouds suddenly appeared in the sky, and the wind 

and clouds surged. 
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Everyone was shocked. Who could break through their limits in such a short time? 

On a floating mountain, a young man sat cross-legged, surrounded by sword Qi. He was like a fairy 

between heaven and earth, exuding a cold chill. 

"It's Ye Wushuang!" 

"I didn't expect him to be so talented. He is indeed the sword spirit of the Emperor!" 

"He's too powerful. " 

While everyone was exclaiming, the Tribulation clouds in the sky started to gather in the direction of ye 

Wushuang. 

"Swish!" 

The sword light flickered, and ye Wushuang's sword will burst out from his body, shooting up to the nine 

Heavens without fear. 

Seeing this, ye chen nodded slightly. Ye Wushuang and the celestial Emperor sword were connected. 

With the celestial Emperor sword by ye Chen's side, it would continue to improve as ye Chen's 

cultivation base improved. This in itself allowed ye Wushuang's Foundation to automatically improve. 

Therefore, he could absorb the power of Amitabha in such a short time and form a qualitative change. 

By relying on the celestial Thearch sword's upgrade, ye Wushuang had already reached the peak of the 

itinerant immortal realm. Now, as long as he ascended, he would enter the true immortal realm with ye 

chen. This would be a qualitative change for the celestial Thearch sword. 

"Peerless sword, go!" 

Ye chen threw out the celestial Thearch sword and flew in ye Wushuang's direction. 

"Ah!" 

With an angry roar, ye Wushuang merged with the power of the celestial Thearch sword and flew up. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The endless sword Qi attacked the thunderclouds in the sky. Suddenly, the sword light shot up to the 

nine Heavens, and the Thunderbolt broke the myriad world law! 

Ye Wushuang stepped on the celestial Emperor sword and condensed Qi on his sword fingers. He waved 

it freely and the celestial Emperor sword technique that was engraved in his bones was unleashed. His 

sword technique was profound, his laws were pure, and he was infused with immortal energy to break 

through the thundercloud formation. 

"Kill!" 

His eyes were sharp and filled with killing intent. Ye Wushuang had displayed his extraordinary talent in 

swordsmanship. Although his Foundation was not strong enough, with the support of the spiritual 

power, his Foundation had been improved by dozens of times. This was the capital of his arrogance. 

"Celestial Thearch sword Astral Slash!" 



The classic moves reappeared, one slash to fix the universe, one slash to ten thousand world peace! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Grand celestial Thearch sword was like a pillar that held up the sky. It pierced through the clouds 

and instantly broke through the nine layers of lightning. 

The light of the heavenly Dao appeared and the essence of the sun and moon was infused into the 

celestial Thearch sword. Ye Wushuang had successfully ascended. 

"Wonderful! We have another true immortal!" 

"A sword spirit becoming an immortal, what a miracle!" 

"Hahaha!" 

Many experts congratulated ye Wushuang for passing the heavenly Tribulation. This was a great 

supplement to everyone's confidence. 

After that, everyone went back to their cultivation. Ye chen continued to release the power of spiritual 

accumulation, squeezing everyone's talent to the limit. Only by doing so could he find more people who 

could ascend. 

Three months later, tribulation clouds also appeared above old ancestor yellow spring. He had 

successfully broken through to the peak itinerant immortal realm. More experts found hope and broke 

through to higher cultivation bases. 

At the same time, the destruction of Qing Yu demon venerate, Chi mo Luo, and the others had shaken 

the entire mo Wu world. 

In the devil martial realm, above the devil Hall. 

"Damn it, how is this possible? demon venerable Qing Yu actually died?" 

In the hall, a demon Supreme wearing a white scaled battle robe with two feelers on his head roared. 

This person was demon Supreme Hai Lin. 

And on the throne sat the leader of the red Fiend Race, true fiend master hei mo! 

"Lord bi an, you're just a lowly lower realm, yet you've damaged our military prestige so many times. We 

can't wait any longer." 

"That's right, Lord Qianqian. Our red demon clan is the magic martial arts world force closest to the 

netherworld. This is our best chance. As long as we get the power of the Spirit reservoir Valley, Lord 

Qianqian might even break through the ten thousand year cultivation and reach the Supreme heavenly 

Demon Realm. This is a major event that concerns the future hope of our red demon clan!" 

"We earnestly request for a large-scale invasion of the spirit accumulation Valley of the netherworld!" 

Many demon supremacies knelt down and requested to send troops. 



On the throne, Tao Wu opened his eyes slightly and stretched out his sharp claws. Waves of demonic 

energy appeared in his hands. Then, the demonic energy evolved and actually showed the scene of 

Qingyu demon venerate's death. 

The person who had killed demon venerable Qing Yu was none other than the heavenly Emperor ye 

chen. 

"This person can actually kill demon supremacy Qing Yu. This is unbelievable!" 

"A puny human actually possesses the power of so many attributes. How did he do it?“ 

"So what if he's a genius? the red fiend Army has invaded and all life has been exterminated!" 

Hong mo was Savage and bloodthirsty. His roars shook the hall, and the atmosphere was filled with 

killing intent and blood. 

At this moment, the true demon bi an slowly rose to his feet. He looked at the crowd and said,""Take 

the spirit accumulation Valley!" 

These five simple words instantly aroused the strong killing intent of all the demon supremacies present, 

and they all roared. 

Half a year had passed in the spirit accumulation Valley. Many powerhouses had broken through. Ye 

chen, ye Wushuang, old ancestor yellow spring, old man you Ming, and other powerhouses had broken 

through to the true immortal realm and became the main force. 

Ye chen floated in the air and looked around. He could see through everyone's current state. Their 

talents had been squeezed to the limit by ye chen. No matter how hard they tried to cultivate, it was 

useless. It was also impossible for them to absorb more spiritual energy. It might even have the opposite 

effect. Now was the time to leave. 

"Everyone, follow me to the seventh level of the spirit accumulation Valley!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone was high-spirited and full of confidence. Following ye chen was the path of cultivation. 

Under ye Chen's lead, everyone flew toward the seventh level. At this moment, the entire spirit Wen 

Valley had fallen into a deeper mystery. 

Chapter 2169 The Void Falls! 

The void abyss was the most mysterious place in the netherworld. 

The boundless power of the void filled the entire space. Walking into this place was like entering a world 

of extreme nothingness. One would even doubt their own existence. 

Today, a dark shadow stepped on the ground and released all the dark power in his body. It swept 

across the land in all directions. It was the dark Dragon swallowing the sky! 

Under the Black Hood, a pair of cold eyes began a new journey. 

"Void abyss, we meet again." 
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The god of the underworld sneered as he looked at the ancient stone door. There were all kinds of runes 

and inscriptions on it, making it look like an ancient seal. It made people feel awe. 

…… 

Inside the spirit accumulation Valley, ye chen led the powerhouses toward the seventh level. 

After walking for about an hour, they came across a powerful spiritual barrier. This kind of barrier was 

usually impossible to break through no matter what. This was because once one entered it, one's body 

would be affected by the spiritual energy and would constantly lose one's cultivation. 

Only those who had a strong spiritual power and extraordinary spiritual power could pass through. 

As a result, other than ye chen, Wushuang, the great ancestor, old man you Ming, and other super 

powerhouses, it was almost impossible for anyone to advance. 

Ye chen could only open another spatial barrier and let everyone wait for instructions. 

Those who could move forward followed ye chen into the seventh layer of the spiritual barrier. After 

entering it, ye chen felt a completely different sensation. This sensation made ye chen feel that an 

inexplicable force was attracting him. 

"Everyone, be careful!" 

Ye chen reminded everyone. 

The forefather and the others nodded slightly. They had also sensed that this place was very strange. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

All of a sudden, a gust of wind appeared in front of them. The wind seemed ordinary, but it contained a 

powerful sound of spiritual accumulation. These sounds could enter one's mind invisibly and create all 

kinds of illusions. 

"Spiritual defense!" 

Under ye Chen's guidance, everyone circulated their mental cultivation methods to resist the mental 

invasion. 

In the depths of the seventh layer of the spiritual barrier, a ball of spiritual light flickered. In front of him 

was the image of ye chen and the others. 

"You have broken through the protection of the six great spiritual reserves and entered the Seventh 

World. You are an extraordinary human. However, this is where you will end." 

The seventh spiritual accumulation slowly revealed itself. It was a beautiful woman with a graceful 

figure. Her entire body was flashing with spiritual light, like a Chang 'e from the moon that had 

descended from the nine Heavens. Every man who saw her would be attracted to her. 

She extended a finger and pointed in the air. A spiritual accumulation White Pigeon appeared and flew 

toward the eighth level. 



After that, she personally made her way to where ye chen and the others were. This was a great 

opportunity. She had already set her sights on ye Chen's body and possession was her biggest goal. As 

long as she possessed a genius 'body, her talent would be fully displayed and she would reach the 

Supreme realm. 

Inside the seventh barrier, ye chen opened his eyes. He wanted to see ten thousand miles with a single 

glance and see all the obstacles clearly. However, he was disappointed this time. All he saw was an 

ethereal and boundless sea of spirit. 

However, he knew that this was not real. The seventh spiritual accumulation could not control such a 

huge spiritual ocean. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Suddenly, countless white lights appeared in front of him. The White lights turned into countless silk 

threads that rapidly cut through the space. 

"Be careful!" 

Ye chen turned to look at the crowd but he saw that they had disappeared before his eyes. Their figures 

slowly sank into the space cut by the threads. It was obvious that someone had done something to them 

and forcibly separated them. 

"Dragon Fist, kill!" 

Ye chen attacked in anger. The Dragon Qi surged and spread in all directions but the Dragon Qi 

disappeared one after another. It had been disintegrated by the spiritual accumulation. 

One must know that the Dragon Qi contained the power of spiritual accumulation and the law of true 

immortality. However, within the seventh boundary, it was still so vulnerable. It could be seen that the 

strength of the seventh spiritual accumulation was far above the previous spiritual accumulation. 

"Ha, very well, I accept your challenge!" 

Ye chen sneered and looked up into the sky. He knew that the seventh spiritual accumulation was 

watching him. 

"What an interesting man. I will definitely obtain your body!" 

The seventh spiritual essence showed a contemptuous smile in the alternate dimension and then, his 

body merged into the dimension. 

On the other hand, ye chen was also an outstanding figure in the law of space. At the true immortal 

realm, those who could comprehend the law of space and compare with ye chen were definitely few. 

Because of the time and space raging flames in his body, it had absorbed the power of spiritual 

accumulation and evolved many times. Together with the heavenly snake, the heavenly Snake Black 

Tortoise already possessed amazing strength. 

Crack, crack, crack! 



The space around him collapsed rapidly. Ye chen was trapped in an endless void, and his body continued 

to fall. 

"Roar!" 

At this moment, a wave of commotion rose. Under ye Chen's feet, the heavenly Snake Black Tortoise 

appeared. 

The heavenly Snake Black Tortoise released spatial power and created a space below to carry ye chen. 

"Master, it looks like this opponent has an extremely strong comprehension of the spatial laws. This 

void-submerging formation can not be underestimated!" The sky Snake Black Tortoise's heavy voice 

sounded. 

"Ha, isn't that even better? this is the best opportunity for you to comprehend the power of space!" 

"Master is right. With master's ancient God mental cultivation method and my void disintegration Divine 

Art, we can completely analyze the void in front of us!" 

"Then what are we waiting for?" 

"Yes!" 

The heavenly Snake Black Tortoise obeyed ye Chen's command. It opened its huge mouth and devoured 

the void. 

These voids had already entered the Black Tortoise's body and ye chen began to analyze them with his 

ancient God mental cultivation method. 

The ancient God mental cultivation method was formed by absorbing the purest power of stars in the 

universe. When it was activated, all kinds of space rapidly disintegrated, and the laws within could be 

seen at a glance. 

It was an extremely powerful mental power, and at the same time, it was the most exquisite spatial 

ability. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Even so, in this void-falling formation, the Black Tortoise sky snake and ye chen continued to sink. 

"Hahaha!" 

At this moment, a sharp laughter rang out. It was the seventh spiritual accumulation. 

,m "Seventh spiritual accumulation, come out!" 

Ye chen shouted into the air. 

"You're in extreme danger now. I don't need to show myself. You're already under my control." 

"The seventh spiritual accumulation, you know the fate of the previous six. Only by cooperating with me 

will you have a chance to survive," 

"You're really stupid to threaten me!" 



The seventh spiritual accumulation was furious. It triggered the power of the fallen void and countless 

Void Sword gleams attacked ye chen. 

In the process of falling into the enemy's hands, it was impossible to Dodge such an attack. However, 

with ye Chen's status and the heavenly Snake Black Tortoise's strength, the Black Tortoise opened its 

mouth and the sword entered its abdomen! 

The countless Void Sword radiances gave the Black Tortoise more samples to analyze the nomological 

information within. 

"Ha, master, analysis successful!" 

"Very good!" 

The heavenly Serpent Black Tortoise transmitted a message to ye chen through telepathy. 

"The void falling formation now belongs to this Emperor." 

The celestial Thearch opened his eyes. With a wave of his hand, the formation reversed. Ye chen 

reversed the situation and charged forward! 

Chapter 2170 2175-Unstoppable Momentum! 

"In such a short time, you've managed to analyze the profoundness of the formation. Impossible, 

absolutely impossible!" 

The seventh spiritual accumulation was completely dumbfounded. He could not believe ye Chen's talent 

in formations. No one could find the flaw in such an exquisite formation like the collapsed void 

formation in such a short period of time but ye chen had done it. He even controlled the formation and 

counterattacked. 

"Dragon Fist disdains all directions Thunder movement!" 

Ye chen leaped into the fallen barrier and soared into the sky. With one punch, the surroundings shook. 

Countless fist gleams transformed into the form of a shocking Dragon and madly attacked the space in 

all directions, leaving no chance for the seventh spiritual accumulation to hide. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Suddenly, the earth trembled and the space whirled. A man walked out in front of ye chen. 

"Hehe, not bad kid, to actually be able to force out this Lord's true body!" 

The seventh spirit accumulation sneered at ye chen and licked his lips with a charming look. However, ye 

chen was a person with a firm martial will that was unprecedented in history. It was impossible to 

confuse him. 

"Seventh spiritual accumulation, only by submitting to me will you have a chance of immortality!" 

"Crazy brat, do you know the consequences of claiming to be an Emperor before me?" 

"Consequences, hahaha, fighting 3000 people and slaughtering the entire Jiuzhou continent. There are 

no consequences before the celestial Thearch!" 
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Ye Chen's cold eyes locked on. The surrounding space trembled rapidly. The fallen formation was 

activated again. However, this time, ye chen had created the fallen formation and it was formed around 

the seventh spiritual accumulation. 

"Oh?" 

The seventh spiritual accumulation showed interest. She wanted to see what was so different about ye 

Chen's understanding of the trapping formation. 

The seventh layer of spiritual accumulation did not avoid the attack. Instead, it stepped directly on top 

of the fallen formation and relied on its exquisite high-level spiritual accumulation to stabilize its body 

and prevent it from falling. This scene made ye Chen's eyes turn cold. 

"So what!" 

Ye chen pointed his sword to the sky, and a domineering sword light bloomed at the same time. 

"Slash!" 

Ye Chen's sword struck the spiritual accumulation in the sky. The icy sword Qi froze the surrounding 

space. Ye Chen's body moved at the same time and released the underworld energy to lock onto the 

seventh spiritual accumulation's position. 

"The seven kill order shall go!" 

At the same time, seventh Lingyun made her move. The seven kill order caused a huge change in the 

weather. The mountain wall broke into pieces and the killing order mark appeared. It shone brightly and 

was revealed after the rocks fell. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The seven dharmic seals emitted a spiritual light at the same time and locked onto ye Chen's figure. 

Ye chen could feel his energy being absorbed by the seven killing tokens. It was clear that the seventh 

spiritual accumulation's strength was not inferior to the fusion of the six great spiritual accumulations. It 

would not be easy to deal with her. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, although you're talented, your true body's strength is far above the other spiritual 

accumulations. Moreover, the six spiritual accumulations have already sent a message into the deep 

layer of the spiritual accumulation barrier. We know your strength. If we want to catch you by surprise, 

you've already lost the opportunity!" 

"Hmph, you're very confident. But in front of the heavens, your words only make you seem naive!" 

"There's a limit to your arrogance. Ye chen, today, I'll make sure you die Here!" 

The seventh spiritual accumulation continued to release its own spiritual might, triggering the seven 

killing tokens to operate at the same time. Such a powerful energy absorption formation had trapped ye 

Chen's body inside. The trap formation that was released earlier had turned into nothingness and could 

not cause any effect on the seventh spiritual accumulation at all. 

"Ye chen, you've lost your chance," 



Above the seven kill order, countless white lights flickered. The Kill Order was not only a dharmic seal 

that absorbed internal energy, but also a killing move that killed people! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Countless penetrating sword Qi shot out from the seven kill token and headed toward ye chen. 

"Dragon Shield!" 

In the face of the boundless sword Qi, Ye chen activated the power of the eight Dragons and instantly 

formed the Dragon Shield to support his front and resist the boundless sword Qi. 

When the sword Qi and the Dragon Shield collided, ye chen could feel his Dragon Shield shattering 

continuously. He had never seen the penetrative power of the life-demanding sword Qi before. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, I've said it before. You don't stand a chance. Such a weak defense against my seven 

kill token is like an egg hitting a rock!" 

Seeing that the Dragon Shield was unable to defend against the attack of the seven kill token, the 

seventh spiritual accumulation laughed out loud. He moved his body and revealed a cold killing intent. 

"Black Gold glazed dragon scale shield!" 

In the face of such a powerful sword Qi, Ye chen roared in anger. The darkness pool continued to release 

its power. Coupled with the two-star ancient God glass body, the Dragon Shield was instantly raised to 

an unimaginable degree of toughness. 

The Dragon Shield in front of him had undergone a qualitative change. Countless dragon scales were 

attached to it and wrapped in black-gold glass. No matter how strong the seven kill order was, it could 

not completely break through the Dragon scale Golden Shield. Ye chen relied on the origin of darkness's 

superb recovery ability to completely repair the damage to the Dragon scale shield. 

"You want to deal with me with such abilities? Seventh spiritual accumulation, you're the one who's 

going to lose your last chance!" 

"You!" 

This was the first time seventh spiritual accumulation had paid so much attention to ye chen. However, 

as ye chen had said, she had already lost her chance. The seven kill order was ineffective and she had 

lost her trump card. Now, it was ye Chen's turn. 

"Ah!" 

With a long howl, ye chen activated the netherworld energy to cover the entire space. The seventh 

spiritual accumulation felt as if his mind had fallen into endless darkness. It was impossible to leave this 

place by relying on his astral body. 

"Devour the dome!" 

The apparition of the god of the underworld bloomed in the sky. The origin of darkness evolved and 

devoured the vault of heaven and earth. The entire world fell into ye Chen's control, which naturally 

included the seventh spiritual accumulation. 



"No!" 

Seeing the engulfing dome of heaven descending upon her, the seventh spiritual accumulation finally 

revealed a weak female expression. She did not expect to be defeated so easily by ye chen. Her 

opponent was just a "rookie" who had just entered the true immortal realm. He should not be so 

powerful but facts spoke louder than words. Ye chen had used his strength to tell her that her judgment 

was extremely wrong. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Under the engulfing dome, no power could escape. 

She could only enter the world ye chen had prepared for her and fuse with the six spiritual 

accumulations. 

After ye chen had devoured the seventh spirit accumulation, the entire spirit accumulation Valley was 

shaken because ye chen had touched the core interests of the valley. The seventh spirit accumulation 

was already the limit that the strongest person in the valley could tolerate. If she failed, it meant that ye 

Chen's ambition was so great that he wanted to devour everything. 

At the bottom level of the spirit reservoir Valley, above the flame temple. 

"The seventh spiritual accumulation has failed!" 

Dijiu Lingyun said coldly from her throne. 

"Hmph, she underestimated her enemy. This is the result she deserves." 

The eighth spirit said. 

"Don't underestimate this kid. Although he helped us gather the seven great spiritual reserves, you 

should know that the fusion of the seven great spiritual reserves will cause a qualitative change to this 

kid!" 

"So what? if we work together, even if we combine all seven of our spiritual reserves, we won't be a 

match for him. As long as we occupy his body, we'll be the most powerful beings!" 

"Hmm...Then we'll do as you say!" 

"Hehehe, this is the right choice!" 

The eighth and ninth spiritual consciousnesses looked up at the sky at the same time. There was only 

one figure in their eyes, and it was ye chen! 

 


